Introduction: Nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) is the most common presentation of bladder cancer and is often treatable with endoscopic resection and intravesical therapies. Cystoscopy and urine cytology are the gold standard in diagnosis and surveillance but are limited by their sensitivity in some situations. We seek to provide an overview of recent additions to the diagnostic armamentarium for urologists treating this disease. Methods: Articles were identified through a literature review of articles obtained through PubMed searches including the terms "bladder cancer" and various diagnostic techniques described in the article. Results: A variety of urinary biomarkers are available to assist the diagnosis and management of patients with NMIBC. Many have improved sensitivity over urine cytology, but less specificity. There are certain situations in which this has proved valuable, but as yet these are not part of the standard guidelines for NMIBC. Fluorescence cystoscopy has level 1 evidence demonstrating increased rates of tumor detection and prolonged recurrence-free survival when utilized for transurethral resection. Other technologies seeking to enhance cystoscopy, such as narrow band imaging, confocal laser endomicroscopy, and optical coherence tomography are still under evaluation. Conclusions: A variety of urine biomarker and adjunctive endoscopic technologies have been developed to assist the management of NMIBC. While some, such as fluorescence cystoscopy, have demonstrated a definite benefit in this disease, others are still finding their place in the diagnosis and treatment of this disease. Future studies should shed light on how these can be incorporated to improve outcomes in NMIBC.
INTRODUCTION
Bladder cancer is the second most common genitourinary malignancy after prostate cancer and the ninth most common cancer in the world. In 2012, there were 430,000 new cases diagnosed worldwide with a male to female ratio of 3:1. [1] At presentation, 85% of patients have nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) which compromises stages Tis, Ta and T1. [2] Despite complete gross resection, bladder cancer has a high rate of recurrence (50-70%) within 5 years, and up to 20% of NMIBC will progress to muscle-invasive disease and require radical treatment. [3] Thus, early diagnosis, complete resection, and close surveillance are essential to reduce disease progression and morbidity from radical treatment.
image quality in modern WLC. Despite this, WLC has numerous limitations that affect its accuracy to detect and stage bladder cancer. These limitations include the inability to accurately detect flat carcinoma in situ (CIS), which is missed in up to 20%, and difficulty in distinguishing benign reactive lesions from malignancy, particularly in those with prior transurethral resection (TUR) or intravesical therapy. [7] To address these shortcomings, complementary endoscopic technologies have been developed to improve the detection rate, and include fluorescence cystoscopy (FC), narrow band imaging (NBI), confocal laser endomicroscopy (CLE) and optical coherence tomography (OCT). Although these methods can improve detection and/or accuracy, they are invasive, expensive, and time consuming. Urine cytology and other urinary biomarkers, on the other hand, offer a noninvasive way to detect bladder cancer. Though urine cytology is a part of the standard evaluation for those at risk of bladder cancer, its utility is limited by its low sensitivity, particularly for low grade tumors. To attempt to address this low sensitivity, a variety of U.S.Food and Drug Administration-approved urinary biomarkers have been developed to improve the diagnosis and monitoring of patients with bladder cancer.
METHODS
Using the PubMed/Medline search engine, we conducted a computer search with the term bladder cancer in combination with one of the following: Photodynamic diagnosis (PDD); fluorescent cystoscopy; NBI; CLE; OCT; biomarkers; and cytology. The search was limited to articles in English but not to any time period or article type. Focus was mainly on original studies with large cohorts and systematic reviews with meta-analysis to report the pooled data. We also used the references of the retrieved articles, when relevant, to conduct a manual search of additional studies.
Laboratory diagnostics
For the sake of brevity, a summary related to urine testing for the detection of bladder cancer is provided here as a more thorough review is contained elsewhere within this issue. Urine cytology is the mainstay in the diagnosis of bladder cancer due to its high specificity for high grade urothelial carcinoma though it is limited by its low sensitivity. A systematic review of urinary markers in 2005 found cytology had a median sensitivity and specificity of 35% and 94%, respectively, however in grade 1 tumors the sensitivity was only 17% compared with 58% in grade 3 tumors. [8] Other urinary tests are currently available which have improved sensitivity, and include NMP22, bladder tumor antigen (BTA) stat/BTA TRAK, ImmunoCyt, and UroVysion fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). These tests often sacrifice specificity for the increase in sensitivity, though have some unique characteristics which can make them useful to the practicing urologist. Some of the clinical characteristics of these assays are shown in Table 1 , with data obtained from two recent prospective trials which directly compared a variety of assays on the same population. [9, 10] In two prospective trials, NMP22 was found to have a sensitivity around 50%, [11, 12] and there is some evidence that NMP22 has a sensitivity even higher for low grade disease, [13] where cytology performs poorly. The BTA tests similarly have higher sensitivity than cytology, [14] though appears to perform better in high grade tumors. A drawback of both the NMP22 and BTA tests are limitations due to false-positives in a variety of clinical settings as shown in Table 1 . ImmunoCyt combines an immunoassay for 3 specific antigens with cytology and has a sensitivity and specificity in the range of 70-75%. One potential benefit of this assay is its ability to predict future recurrence in those with a negative cystoscopy, [15] and the FISH assay has been shown to have the same capability. [16] FISH also is useful in the setting of an atypical cytology and negative/equivocal cystoscopy, with an overall negative predictive value of 98.7% in two prospective series. [17, 18] Additionally, a number of studies have demonstrated that FISH can be used to stratify patients following bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) treatment and identify those at higher risk of recurrence and progression. [19] [20] [21] Thus, some difficult clinical scenarios certainly can benefit from the addition of one of these markers to the standard cystoscopic and cytologic evaluation, though urine cytology remains the standard test for the detection of initial and recurrent bladder cancer according to all current guidelines. [4] [5] [6] ENDOSCOPIC EVALUATION
White light cystoscopy
WLC is an endoscopic technique to visualize the urethra, bladder, and ureteric orifices. It is the gold standard for the examination and diagnosis of cancer of the lower urinary tract, using either flexible or rigid cystoscopy. [4] [5] [6] WLC has a sensitivity of 85-90% for detecting papillary tumors, [22] and lower sensitivity (up to 67%) to detect CIS. Flexible cystoscopy is often performed for initial diagnosis and surveillance though it can miss up to 10% of papillary tumors when compared to rigid cystoscopy. [22] While flexible cystoscopy is more comfortable and convenient for the patient, the diagnostic yield of endoscopic removal of the tumor using this approach is limited, which can potentially compromise grading and staging of the tumor. [23] Flexible cystoscopy thus can be used in the primary evaluation or surveillance of BC patients, and TUR of bladder tumor (TURBT) can be then conducted using rigid cystoscopy when needed. WLC has the advantage of being widely available and has lower cost than all the newer endoscopic techniques; yet WLC has lower sensitivity to detect flat and CIS lesions, has limited ability to differentiate benign from malignant lesions, and is operator dependent. Even when all visible tumor is removed, there appears to be remaining cancer in 21% of single tumor cases and 46% of multiple tumor cases. [24] Fluorescent cystoscopy FC, also known PDD, is a modification of WLC where an intravesical agent is instilled, and blue light (375-440 nm) is used for visualization. The instilled agents are photoactive porphyrin analogs, such as a 5-aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA) and hexaminolevulinate, which are taken up by epithelial cells and used in the formation of intermediate photoactive porphyrins. Intermediate porphyrins accumulate preferentially in neoplastic cells because of the accelerated enzymatic activity, and after excitation with blue light will return to lower energy levels and fluoresce. Tumor tissues will thus appear as well demarcated bright red lesions against a dark blue background [ Figure 1 ]. [25] In a meta-analysis of studies comparing PDD to WLC, PDD . [26] PDD has a higher sensitivity for CIS (92.4%) compared to WLC (60.5%), [27] but less pronounced differences for other lesions: 94-97% for PDD compared with 83-88% for WLC in the detection of Ta lesions, [28, 29] and 10% more T1 lesions detected by PDD compared to WLC. [29, 30] No difference was detected for MIBC, [30] thus its main advantage lies in the detection of NMIBC. Moreover, on repeat TUR, significantly fewer lesions were found when the initial TURBT was done using PDD compared to conventional WLC: 4% compared to 28% for CIS lesions, 15% compared to 35% for pT1 lesions, and 17% compared to 37% for high grade lesions. [31] There are several phase III trials which have demonstrated the utility of PDD in tumor detection and recurrence prevention. A meta-analysis of 12 randomized clinical trials, comparing the outcome of TUR using FC vs. WLC, showed that the FC decreases recurrence (odds ratio [OR] 0.5; P < 0.0001). [32] Moreover, the recurrence-free survival at 1 year (OR 0.69; P < 0.0001) and 2 years (OR 0.65; P < 0.0004) were improved in the group who underwent resection with FC compared to the group who had TUR with WLC, but there was no effect on the rate of progression to MIBC.
One caveat is that PDD should be postponed 9-12 weeks post-BCG treatment to avoid false-positive results.
Narrow band imaging
NBI is another modification to conventional WLC, where discrete blue (415 nm) and green (540 nm) light bands are used instead of the entire visible light spectrum. These two discrete light bands are strongly absorbed by hemoglobin, hence enhancing the visualization of the mucosal vascular structures. While the blue light gets reflected by the mucosal capillaries, the green light gets reflected by the deeper submucosal vessels. Papillary tumors that typically have an underlying vascular stalk that appears dark green and flat CIS lesions that have dense capillaries will be distinguishable from normal mucosa. In a meta-analysis of all prospective studies, 17% more patients and 24% more cancerous lesions were detected when NBI versus WLC was used. Moreover, 28% of CIS lesions that were missed by WLC were detected by NBI. [33] In a prospective randomized clinical trial to study the recurrence of bladder cancer, the 1 year recurrence rate was 32.9% in those who underwent TURBT using NBI, compared to 51.4% in those who underwent TURBT using WLC (OR = 0.62, P = 0.0141). [34] A second look using NBI, 1 month after TURBT using WLC, identified 13% patients with residual/recurrent tumor. [35] Confocal laser endomicroscopy CLE is based on optical biopsy and high resolution in vivo subsurface imaging that enables the visualization of tissue microarchitecture and cellular features. It utilizes a 488 nm laser as the light source and fluorescein as an exogenous contrast agent. The fluorescein may be administered either intravenous or intravesical. [36] The system currently available clinically (Cellvizio, Mauna Kea Technologies) utilizes miniaturized fiberoptic imaging probes that can be passed through the working channels of standard endoscopes. [37] The images are acquired as video sequences at 12 frames/s, which also enables dynamic imaging of physiologic parameters (e.g., vascular flow) besides the tissue microarchitecture. Real time microscopy of normal urothelium, inflammation, CIS, low grade cancer (presence of fibrovascular stalks bordered by monomorphic cells) and high grade urothelial carcinoma (where the microarchitecture is distorted) have been demonstrated with images comparable to conventional histopathology, and is the basis of this technology. [38] However, since CLE has a limited visual field, it cannot serve as tool to survey the whole bladder. It has been investigated as an adjunct to PDD to reduce the false-positive rate, which is higher than that of WLC, [39] providing histologic information about the tumor area and edges to be resected, and visualization of the deep muscular layer only after the lesion has been resected. [36] The optical depth of CLE is limited to lamina propria, and hence the assessment of muscularis propria cannot be performed prior to resection.
Optical coherence tomography
OCT is an optical equivalent of ultrasound that enables cross-sectional imaging of tissue, but different from ultrasound by using infrared light instead of sound waves, and having 10 times higher resolution. [40] It enables the evaluation of luminal surfaces of biological tissue with spatial resolution close to the cellular level at 15-20 μm, visualization of subsurface structures in vivo deeper than what can be seen by CLE. Using this technology, the urothelium appears as an area of low intensity, followed by high intensity lamina propria, and low intensity muscularis propria. While these three layers are well distinguished in a normal bladder, the contrast is lost in MIBC wherein distinct layers or boundaries are disrupted. [41, 42] OCT also appears to be helpful in detecting NMIBC and CIS on diagnostic cystoscopy as well as recurrent tumors. [40] The sensitivity of OCT is 98%, and specificity is 72% for the detection of pathologically confirmed tumors. [42] Moreover, OCT was able to discriminate, in an ex vivo study, between normal, CIS and invasive urothelial cell carcinoma (UCC) with a sensitivity of 83.8%, specificity of 78.1% and a false-positive rate 5.7%. [43] For different stages of bladder UCC, OCT had 90% sensitivity, 89% specificity, for Ta lesions; and 75% sensitivity, 97% specificity for T1 lesions; and 100% sensitivity, 90% specificity for T2 lesions. [44] OCT also reliably identifies the accumulation of inflammatory exudate under the epithelium, such in chronic cystitis, and thus differentiates malignant lesions from inflammatory ones. [45] 
CONCLUSIONS
The standard evaluation of those with suspicion for new or recurrent bladder cancer is WLC and urine cytology, and this has not changed despite the development of these new technologies. Urine cytology is useful mainly due to its high specificity and PPV though overall its sensitivity is low. A number of newer urinary markers are available which offer improved sensitivity, often at the cost of specificity. There are clinical settings in which these characteristics may be useful, such as those in which the cytology and/or cystoscopy is difficult to interpret. Other roles will likely be determined in future prospective studies. PDD appears to improve on WLC in terms of identifying more cancerous lesions and decreasing recurrence as determined in multiple randomized trials and is being used with increasing frequency due to these benefits. Further similar studies on NBI, CLE, and OCT will likely determine the role of these technologies in NMIBC diagnosis and management.
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